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Loved by the fans of the House of Marvel but ignored by everyone else. Therefore, it is easy to see why
Marvel has decided to go all out with Dr. And it shows, for all the stops that Marvel has pulled to ensure Dr.
After a horrific car accident robs Dr Stephen Strange of his physical abilities as a neurosurgeon, he travels to
Tibet to seek out a cure. As he trains in the ways of the mystic arts, he comes to terms with his purpose in life,
not just as a doctor but also as a person. The Marvel Method works, the director is now a puppet, a messenger
to dictate the whims of the executive board. Everything feels like a Marvel movie, from the opening pop track
to ease the viewers into the character of Doctor Stephen Strange, to how the cinematography looks, and it does
look like every other Marvel film out there more on that later. Similar to other origin stories in the Marvel
slate of films, this film has an extremely distinct pattern in its narrative. Hero is arrogant, hero loses
everything, loses redeems himself and figures his role in a greater world. Nothing in the story particularly
stand out, the characters do what they need to do to establish the story and nothing more. There is a pedestrian
tone to the film, swap Dr Strange for Antman, or Iron Man and with a few minor, adjustments in terms of
powers and villains, it is still the Same. When he is humbled, it is not because he has learnt his lesson or his
place. It is neither, he just behaves because that is how the script needs him to behave. The audience becomes
a bystander instead of an active participant in the movie going experience, just watching events go by, unable
to relate to the cosmic battles that unfold before our eyes. Considering that the cast is made up of phenomenal
talent, it is a tragedy to see them go to waste in generic and rigid roles. The formulaic script hampers the
performances, actors are burdened by the script rather than empowered by it. Benedict Cumberbatch is up to
the task of Dr. Stephen Strange but that is not saying much, he does not have a lot to work with in the first
place. While the character is established adequately, characterization remains a problem. Cumberbatch mopes
around for much of the film, relying on his awkwardness to generate some physical comedy and his stoic
arrogance to emote. Mordo fares better but not by much, he is a full on exposition machine, constantly
informing the viewer about backstory, but Chiwetel Ejiofor infuses the character with a sense of world
weariness and bitterness that allows the character to be the most memorable in the film, even if these moments
are few and far between. The Marvel Villain Syndrome strike again, as even the talented Mads Mikkelsen is
unable to salvage a bland, badly written villain in Kaecilius. More caricature than character, Mikkelsen gives a
stone faced performance with nothing to his backstory other than a few choice exposition by Mordo, the fatal
flaw of too much telling and not much showing. Mikkelsen none the less tries his best to lift the material he is
given but it is a case of too little too late. This is an alarming trend in Marvel films. After 8 years of constant,
intensive worldbuilding, the Marvel Cinematic Universe has yet to have an iconic, centerpiece villain that
could hold a movie on his or her own. This lack of quality villains affects the quality of the overall film, as the
hero literally has nothing to struggle against, Strange is fighting himself more than he is fighting Kaecilius.
The navel-gazing protagonist approach clashes widely with the blockbuster narrative that Marvel is trying to
sell with Dr. Strange and the end result is neither an intimate character piece nor an epic blockbuster. It just
feels mechanical and generic. I understand the need to have a consistent look across the entire Marvel universe
but this enforcement of visual style is starting to adversely affect the end product. Generic framing and the
abuse of the mid shots turns the cinematography into unspectacularly visual monotony. You got to wonder
though, if all these movies look alike, with similar narratives and storylines, offering nothing visually
interesting, then what exactly are we paying to see? It showcases a brilliant, vibrant universe that could have
been explored. Sound and fury, signifying nothing. Speaking of sound, Marvel somehow manages to squeeze
out the most generic score out of Michael Giacchino, one of the greatest score composers working today.
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There is nothing of note in the aural Marvel universe and rather than choose to break new ground, Dr. Strange
only reinforces the Marvel house style of generic action and emotional themes. Maybe in terms of movie
marketing, Marvel did something right by leaving out an iconic soundtrack. Scott Derrickson is primarily
known for low budget genre fare and he does not manage to get any of his stylistic signatures on this film at
all. There are no obvious artistic or creative considerations, no moments of strong cinematic interests. Tilda
Swinton is a great actress and puts up a great portrayal of the Ancient One, that said, she offers nothing special
to the role that any actor or actress of Asian descent could have similarly pulled off. This is a problematic
character, as are the Dr. Strange tries to be faithful to the comics while being as inoffensive as possible. Asian
actors only serve as window dressing, hovering around the actors of western descent, never truly penetrating
the narrative, they are part of the background, props and production design. Even Wong only serves to provide
comic relief, while it is an admirably attempt to break Wong out of his offensive manservant role that he
occupies in the comics, it is still messy in its execution. Unlike the comic relief characters of previous Marvel
films, from War Machine to Drax the Destroyer, Wong is written to be unthreatening to anyone, we do not see
him kick ass, instead he gets schooled by Dr. Strange when the latter steals books from the library. No, there
will be hell to pay if that happens and the outrage will be much bigger. There is a lot going against Dr.
Strange, weak direction and cinematography, generic score, mundane performances. In the film industry, there
is no bigger championship than reigning supreme at the box office. Instead of a director led offense of artistic
daring, Marvel has proven that it is the defensive mentality of formulaic filmmaking, great branding and
ambitious marketing that leads you to the title. For better or for worse, Marvel movies are now in a league of
their own, every new entry, no matter the quality, only serves to reinforce their dominance. There is no doubt
Dr. Strange will rule at the box office but it will also change the way filmmaking will be perceived as an
artform and the roles within film production. The Marvel brand has bailed out its product for a quite a while
now, the big question is, how much longer can it do that? Strange, you should watch: Iron Man- The bible of
which the entire Marvel Cinematic Universe is built on, every film that came after is slavishly influenced by
this one. This is 80s kitsch at its finest. Inception- Visual effects weaved into an intricate, compelling plot.
This is how CGI is supposed to be used. His greatest film and also one of the greatest direct to video films
ever made, is Universal Soldier: The only way to describe it would be a Jackie Chan film by way of David
Lynch. It has to be seen to be believed. Valhalla Rising- Mads Mikkelsen plays a one eyed slave on a journey
to Jerusalem. Valhalla Rising is a brutal, unforgiving fever dream. His latest short film Hard Vision, is
currently on its festival run.
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Core Competencies in Psychotherapy Series m me Core Competencies in Counseling and Psychotherapy
Becoming a Highly Competent and Effective Therapist Len Sperry, Florida Atlantic University, USA Core
Competencies in Counseling and Psychotherapy addresses the core competencies common to the effective
practice of all psychotherapeutic approaches, and includes specific intervention competencies of the three
major orientations. The book provides a research-based framework to aid clinicians in applying these
competencies in their own practice. It begins by identifying and describing the core competencies and skills of
expert therapists, then elaborates six core competencies and related supporting competencies and skill-sets.
Competency in Counseling and Psychotherapy. It presents the essential knowledge, skills, and attitudinal
components of each competency, with an emphasis on demonstrating the application of each competency in
actual clinical practice. With extended case material and session transcripts, the reader will feel they are
directly observing a master therapist. Forming an Effective Therapeutic Alliance. Maintaining an Effective
Therapeutic Alliance. Implementing Solutionfocused and Strategic Methods and Interventions. Monitoring
and Evaluating Clinical Outcomes. Maintaining Treatment Gains and Planning for Termination. Core
Competencies in Psychotherapy www. Establishing a Treatment Frame. Establishing a Therapeutic
Relationship. Conceptualizing and Planning and Treatment. Implementing Treatment and Change.
Maintaining a Therapeutic Relationship. Maintaining Treatment Gains and Terminating Treatment. Becoming
and Being a Master Therapist. Becoming a Solution Detective The authors, co-founders of the Brief Therapy
Group in Dublin, Ireland, demystify the process of psychotherapy, making the concept of solution-based
therapy accessible and relevant through case examples, practice exercises, and role-plays. Becoming a
Solution Detective. Starting Where You Are At. How Far Have You Come? What is the Next Step? For those
who consider solution-focused therapy an oversimplistic therapy-by-numbers, it could be a revelation.
Experienced practitioners, lots of them, working in a wide range of settings, demonstrate the high level of
creativity the approach can inspire in therapists and in clients. Doing Something Different does not do any of
those things. Instead, it provides those interested in the solution-focused approach with a plethora of ideas for
practice, training, and simply enjoying the solutionfocused approach and its practice in therapy, consulting,
coaching, and training. It contains a varied and rich array of interventions, training ideas, uses with different
populations and approaches, and resources written by contributors who represent many countries and
viewpoints. Outrageous Moments in Therapy. It explains how this loving and patient therapy for clients need
not be the difficult challenge that it at first appears to be. This resource takes you step-by-step through the
process, showing what practical strategies can be used to offset most obstacles and unknowns. The Gift of the
Imperfect Dog. It discusses the latest empirical research in the field and offers guidelines for implementing the
practice of AAT in a variety of settings. It features case examples, explains how to select, train, and evaluate
an animal for therapy work, and examines ethical considerations, risk management, diversity issues, and crisis
response applications. An Introduction to Animal Assisted Therapy. Selecting an Animal for Therapy Work.
Training a Pet for Therapy Work. Evaluation of a Pet for Therapy Work. Animal Assisted Interventions and
Counseling Theories. Animal Assisted Counseling Practices. Animal Assisted Therapy Animal Illustrations:
Appropriate for advanced undergraduates and graduate students, it offers a detailed description of the
philosophical basis for each theory. Russell, Western Washington University, USA The theory, techniques,
research, and case studies illustrated in Adventure Therapy present the cutting edge of this particular field. It
serves as the leading academic text, professional reference, and training resource for adventure therapy
practices in the field of mental health. It is written by three of the leading professionals in the field, with
central focuses on: This fourth edition of Introduction to Psychotherapy builds on the success of the previous
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three editions and remains an essential purchase for trainee psychotherapists, psychiatrists and other
professionals. It has been revised and extended to capture some of the current themes, controversies and issues
relevant to psychotherapy as it is practised today. The essential question remains the same, however: How
does a therapist begin psychotherapy? To address this delicate issue, she takes a thoughtful, step-by-step
approach to the substance of those crucial first sessions, delineating both processes and potential pitfalls in
such topics as establishing a therapeutic alliance, issues of trust, and history taking. Sex in Psychotherapy
takes a psychodynamic approach to understanding recent technological and theoretical shifts in the field of
psychotherapy. Masters of Narrative and Collaborative Therapies January All three share a common curiosity
for meaning-making as a relational process, a curiosity that emerges from their transcripts and allows us a
glimpse into their wisdom, compassion, and skill. Contexualized by editors and contributors, readers can
experience how many ideas and practices, which we take for granted, are challenged by a more relational
framework. Anderson, Possibilities of the Collaborative Approach. White, Scaffolding a Therapeutic
Conversation. Malinen, Cooper, Thomas, Closing Trialogue. It details a project begun and overseen by the
authors, Gentleman on the Move, and provides step-by-step instructions for educators, school counselors,
mental health professionals, and others working with this population. Grimmet, Striving for Authenticity.
Robinson, Relationships and Intimacy. Tolson, Crime and Punishment. Caldwell, Anger and Resentment.
Case Study 1 and 2. The Case of Jermaine. The Case of Rafael. Part This text is a guidebook that takes a
developmental lifespan approach to discuss the biological and psychosocial factors that may be either
protective or risk factors for substance use disorders for males. This developmental approach provides
substance abuse prevention specialists and treatment clinicians with a basic understanding of male
development in order to ensure greater gender sensitivity with their prevention efforts and to recognize
gender-specific issues in the substance abuse assessment and treatment realms. How can African American
men develop interpersonal effectiveness and emotional resilience in the face of societal contradictions and
conflicting
expectations?
Resiliency,
Achievement,
and
Manhood
provides
practitioners,
counselors-intraining, and scholars with a clear understanding of the historical and social context of African
American men and presents useful and practical information to assist these men to become interpersonally
adaptive and self-empowered. Different Modalities of Therapy. Different Populations of Clients. Through
illustrative, in-depth case studies, the reader will learn how to practice male-sensitive couples counseling
while still using the theoretical model that guides their treatment; how to connect the emerging literature on
conducting individual psychotherapy with men to working with men in a couples context; and how to work
with populations of men who require specialized knowledge and sensitivity. Chapters discuss the theory
behind and implementation of various creative approaches to therapy with boys. Wester, and Heidi Fowell
Christianson, both at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, USA This book will help practitioners working
with older and aging men understand the eras in which they were raised, how they view the world, the gender
role conflicts they experience, and the physical, mental, and emotional challenges and problems they face
during the later stages of their lives. It is thus necessary for health practitioners to be knowledgeable in
effective interventions for working with them. A Theory of Gender and Health. Preventive Health Strategies
for Men in Prison. Emerging Research on Men, Masculinity, and Health. Masculinity and Gender Role
Conflict: The Drive for Muscularity and Masculinity. Counseling Men about Their Health: An Evidence-based
Practice Guideline.
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Variation in Michigan hospital use rates: Do physician and to Dr. Philip TedescM for allowing me to use the hospital
service John Griffith, Peter Wilson.

Ballard explored the psychological, sexual, and even epidemiological implications of landscape design. Just as
our city streets are wide enough to accommodate the turning radius of a specific class of passenger vehicle,
our office cubicles, kindergarten playrooms, courts of law, and university lecture halls could be measured
against the infectious vectors of specific pathogens. In the geometry of objects around us are the outer
infectious edges of diseases we no longer suffer from; we have literally designed them out of modern space,
denying their ability to spread. Each piece varies just slightly from the rest, in that their measurements have
been dictated not by human comfort, international rates of shipment, or even by industrial timber
specifications, but by the distances medically necessary to maintain between yourself and others in order to
avoid respiratory infections. The common flu is now a dining table measured exactly against the reach of
sneezes; SARS is a cubicle lined with an industrial felt that absorbs all coughs; pneumonia is a bar stool,
hand-crafted from white pine, with a circumference of rails to prevent people getting too close. Swine flu, we
could say, is a spatial problem â€” an epiphenomenon of landscape. Referring to the increasingly popular and
somewhat utopian idea that, in the sustainable cities of tomorrow, agriculture will have returned to its rightful
place in the city center, Arbona asks: But there were very real epidemiological reasons for taking agriculture
out of the city; finding a new place for urban farms will thus not only require very intense new spatial codes, it
will demand constant vigilance in researching and developing inoculations. Few people want to see burning
piles of livestock in Times Square or Griffith Park, let alone piles of human corpses infected with H5N1.
Avian flu, foot-and-mouth disease , swine flu: The space around you is no mere architectural stylization; it is a
strategy of containment. The modern city would thus not only be a place to live â€” it would also be a
functioning medical instrument. Part of her project dealt with the history of sanitarium architecture and, from
there, the health implications of modern architecture. Popular ideas about what constitutes a healthy
environment gave rise to many of the components that became the formal trademarks of modernism â€” the
flat roof was devised as a means to provide additional sunning surfaces for tubercular patients; while the deep
verandas, wide private balconies, and covered corridors served as organizational tools to isolate contagious
patients from the general staff. In other words, at its origins, modern architecture was a kind of medical
prescription â€” not a pill you swallowed but an environment you surrounded yourself with. Visits to these
establishments were prescribed, as were the conditions and durations of the exposures themselves. Today, of
course, there is ongoing research to determine how and to what extent environmental factors such as
temperature, natural and artificial light, and sound affect our health, and despite there having been some
interesting conclusions, it is still an area of research that requires more investigation and exploratory trials.
This idea, of controlled exposure to specific architectural forms, makes the equation between built space and
medical treatment explicit. How, then, might we expand and re-apply this research to whole cities in an era of
swine flu and SARS? Here, utopia could be retheorized as the city where no one gets sick. Through
microbe-resistant building materials and a precisely measured anti-contagious spatiality, perhaps, your
metropolis might even cure you. Utopia becomes a hospital ward the size and shape of a city. Design your
vision of the healthy city, these doctors will be told; what urban forms will result? Everywhere these
discourses reinforce one another. Just as the Victorian middle classes could not escape the diseases of the
slums, neither will the rich, bunkered down in their country clubs or inside gated communities. This ongoing
obsession with illegal immigration has become a one-stop phantasmagoria forâ€¦ everything. Of course, it
goes back to primal, ancient fears: If the Centers for Disease Control could design a city, what would it look
like? Could there be a medical equivalent of Baron Haussman or Robert Moses? What is medical urban
design? Robert Moses stands above a model of the city he would create; via Wikipedia ]. Via Twitter qimet , I
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was pointed toward a demonstration program: For infected districts, shades of red are used to indicate the level
of infection. Darker red means that there are more infected people in the region and lighter red means that
fewer people are infected. The viewer can see that the virus is stopped very quickly using the optimal design:
The implication seems clear: Of SARS and the city: Design the ultimate disease-free city: Your goal is to
redesign a city in real-time in order to extinguish a burgeoning plague epidemic. Perhaps SOM could sponsor
it â€” and own rights over the winning results â€” in an attempt to corner the market in infection-free city
planning. The all-time winner infects the world in less than a second. The book consistently raises the issue of
public health as an urban design concern â€” and, at the risk of repeating myself here, it would seem like
epidemiology should be a vital part of all city planning courses. Pushed too far, one of the resulting landscapes
becomes completely abiological, incapable of supporting life, sterilizing everything through the design of
space alone. Add to this demographic information about who lived where in London at the time, the
economics of things like 19th-century water delivery, and the changing nature of medical treatment, and you
get a fascinating look at how certain cities either cultivate or effectively stop the spread of diseases. The
sewers of Paris as photographed by Nadar ; taken from an article by Matthew Gandy ]. Doing so apparently
made him obsessed with cancer; it was the only thing he talked about. As the two of us walked through the
unbelievable stench of Parisian wastewater, watching used condoms float by and rats crawl away in the
darkness ahead, and while we listened to the slightly bemused narration of our female tour guide, the
backpacker began telling me about the possible viral nature of cancer, the incurability of certain forms of the
disease, and the inevitability that most of us would, in the end, develop it. In 50 years will you be walking
around the edges of the city with your grandkids when one of them asks: Why are these buildings out here, so
far away from the rest? We redesigned the city and our diseases went away.
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Perry Lam is an Associate Editor of Rochford Street Review and a film and commercials director. He directed the
documentary short film BLACK RAT, which has been screened at over 10 film festivals and showcases and won 3
awards, including Best Documentary at Phoenix Comicon

She was destined to become one of the longest-serving monarchs in British history. Three of her children were
divorced amid much controversy. Then a young and not-yet-internationally famous Canadian actor,
Christopher Plummer arrived in Bermuda. Performing for visitors and locals at a small theatre at the hotel, the
Bermuda Repertory Theatre was for several years a magnet for young, up-and-coming American and
Canadian actors. He flew a Piper Cub and used his flying jaunts to take many photos of the Island. The
founding members were all Heads of Government Departments who included: Collector of Customs; Mr.
Martin Godet, Senior Magistrate: Williams, Inspector of Schools. A statement issued on behalf of the group
said, "Recognizing the importance of its Civil Service establishments to the smooth and efficient operation of
any country, and being gravely concerned over the fact that it was becoming increasingly difficult to induce
qualified young men and women to enter the Civil Service of Bermuda, and what that portends, a number of
civil servants met some months ago to consider the situation. The Committee of 25 was established by a group
of non-Bermudian women. Initially, they were appalled by conditions at the Packwood Old Folks Home.
Many died, including Capt. Bermuda had been well prepared for such a rescue operation, due to the previous
establishment at Kindley Air Force Base of crash boats imported and operated especially for such an
emergency. They leapt overboard without lifelines or preservers, in an attempt to rescue the passengers. But
despite their heroic efforts, and those of others, in rescuing four people, the balance of the passengers and crew
of the stricken aircraft - some thirty seven people in all - perished from wounds incurred in the crash. First of
three visits of John F. Kennedy to Bermuda, at the age of 36 and about to become a Senator. It was then
owned by his friend, wealthy American Oliver Newbury. He fell off his moped on that hill. He was invited by
Mr. Brooks, a school friend of Mr. Kennedy who was also friendly with Mr. Their remit included
consideration of occupational opportunities for blacks in government service, institutions subsidized by the
government and those in the private sector. They noted segregation in government and aided,
non-governmental and unaided organizations, Trade Development Policy toward colored visitors and more.
But nothing significant was done. Iridomvrmexhumilis the Argentine ant was accidentally introduced to
Bermuda, in imported nursery plants. Bermuda sent a delegation. The BOAC aircraft carrying him and his
wife to London to be knighted by the Queen had to make an unscheduled atop in Bermuda, owing to engine
trouble. George Hotel, like other passengers. McDavid and his wife protested this by returning to the airport
where they spent the night sleeping on benches in the airport lounge. The same thing had happened a little
earlier to the black Speaker of the Barbados House of Assembly, bound for London for the same reason, who
also went from Barbados via Bermuda. Holmes, Williams and Purvey HWP immediately started negotiating
with a view to being appointed as Managers, and with the completion of the station early in were informed
they had been successful. Despite the limited property-based franchise, nine of the black candidates contesting
seats in the general election were returned as members of the House of Assembly. Death in Bermuda at the
age of 81 of John J. Bushell, whose Bermuda handbook tourist guide made him a unique local resource. The
superstition surrounding this play may have affected him in more ways than one. According to legend, this
dates back to the premiere of the play in the early 17th century: Catherine directed by Burgess Meredith.
Heston pictured below suddenly rushed off stage, pointing at his tights, writhing in pain and yelling:
Fortunately, nobody was injured. Despite these mishaps, Mr. He said that the worst thing to happen to him on
this second visit was getting sunburned at the Coral Beach Club when he was posing for publicity photographs
with his co-stars [below]. Charlton Heston and colleagues in Bermuda Bermuda was established as a separate
Catholic Church entity, which eventually led to Bermuda becoming its own diocese and to have its own
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Bishop. During those years, the Archdiocese would regularly send down priests and bishops to minister to
Catholics on the island. She sailed from the Royal Navy Dockyard in Bermuda Toddings, Chairman of the
Defence Board, present. Bermuda had been given notice two years earlier by the UK of the intention to
withdraw within three years all British military units based in Bermuda. A Bermuda Government-owned land
company, Crown Lands Corporation, was created in which to vest the new lands, buildings and installations
that with the establishment of the Dockyard free port was about to begin leasing. Her father, King George VI.
Bermuda was her first stop on her day Commonwealth Coronation Tour. The steps of the church were lined by
Girl Guides and Brownies. Later, the Queen and Duke went on board the Wilhelmina, which cruised among
the islands of Great Sound while luncheon was served. When she left Bermuda, it was to the sound of a
bagpipe played by Tommy Aitchison, official piper to the Caledonian Society. After their brief one day
Bermuda visit they flew to Jamaica, their next stop, where they boarded the steamship Gothic to New Zealand.
For months beforehand, UK newspaper snippets appeared about the schedule, weather and transport. The tone
was solicitous, almost anxious, perhaps understandably. Elizabeth was the fourth monarch on the throne in
less than 20 years and had two young children she would have to leave behind for six months. By departure
day, November 23, the headlines in the London press had become a blizzard: Royal Navy ships were stationed
all the way across the Atlantic. At a state dinner held the next day in honor of the Queen, 30 persons were
invited, but not one of them was black. Royal Visit November To the far right are members of the Bermuda
Government. Churchill wanted the meeting because he felt French interest in the proposal hampered the cause
of the post-war Western Alliance. He sought a united British, American and French accord against the idea.
He incurred a slight mishap when he slipped on the coconut matting leading into the caves, but was caught and
righted before he fell. But during the same excursion he contracted a chill which turned into a bad cold, as the
result of which his Foreign Minister, M. Georges Bidault, substituted for him for the rest of the conference.
Their geopolitical discussions centered mostly on relations with the USSR as the post-war Cold War began to
intensify. Within hours of the commencement of the conference came an official note from Moscow which
requested, in somewhat brusque terms, a 4 Power meeting involving the Russian leader. Bermuda Audubon
Society formed in response to marsh dumping. See British Army in Bermuda. Ground was broken for the Cold
War listening post at the U. This base remotely monitored sensors designed to listen for submarines moving
through the Atlantic. There was some hope that the base would survive the end of the Cold War, and the base
closures of It was thought that it might be adapted to scientific purposes, for the monitoring of whales, but it
was closed, instead, along with NAS Bermuda, and the NAS Annex. Furness Bermuda issued this poster of its
New York to Bermuda service. At one time the Luscombe had been fitted with a wheeled undercarriage from
a Tiger Moth, for flights at Kindley Field. She too used the "snort" system. The Andrew crossed from
Bermuda entirely underwater, and surfaced off the southwest approaches of the English Channel on June It
was then stated that there was no record of a previous underwater crossing of the Atlantic. The crew
maintained touch with the outside world by radio. Project Blue Book "identified" these as a battleship and six
accompanying destroyers but the experienced radar operator stated that the radar returns were definitely
unidentified and unlike any ship returns he had ever seen. This report is not listed in the Blue Book
"Unknowns. The returns consisted of a clear and well defined circular formation containing 7 and at times 8
objects. The returns were first observed by Capt. Spahn had 11 years Air Force service and 3, hours flying
hours and 1, hours as a radar observer. Spahn did not think these returns were ships on the surface. Ariel Sands
Beach Club opened but closed in and the land has been vacant ever since. The Auxiliary Bicycles Act Act was
passed by the Bermuda legislature, making it is an offence to drive or ride an auxiliary cycle on a highway if
either the rider or any passenger is not wearing protective headgear. Princess Margaret visited Bermuda. New
York newspapers carried a story of how the Furness Bermuda Line offered the olive branch a day earlier to the
seamen, who walked off the luxury liner Queen of Bermuda the previous Saturday, stranding Bermuda-bound
vacationers. It had just released the following poster. She was escorted by Commanding Officer, Major J. The
Cold War listening post at the U. The buoys were a communications hub in the readiness to launch a nuclear
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response. This base remotely monitored sensors designed to listen for and played a key role in the constantly
successful but top-secret detection of Russian submarines moving through the Atlantic, especially those
moving to and from Cuba during the Cuban missile crisis. American servicemen and their families and friends
in Bermuda had a special reason to celebrate.
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Green eyes Trivia One of the many screenwriters to submit a draft for the film Freddy vs. He is good at
reciting scenes from these shows with Will Vaughan on occasion. Special Operations" but was absent on the
filming date 21st October Lewis has starred extras in Our Zoo, a drama about the origins of Chester Zoo
filmed in , and Panto! Lewis can be seen multiple times throughout Our Zoo and its episodes but only once in
Panto! The song became a big, and controversial, hit. He was nominated for seven Tony Awards and won
three. Studied at the University of Virginia. The son of a doctor. Son-in-law of Joseph Nowak and Claire
Hibel. Frequently appeared in movies with his sons. Worked at various times as comic, musician and
puppeteer. Former stepson of Darlene Sammons. His family surname was "Arcouet" several generations back.
May In addition to publishing Shonen Hero Magazine, he is currently preparing to screen the world premier of
Raki vs. In , Lewis and Gertrude adopted two war orphans who resided in Europe with foster families. They
were a 10 year old Italian boy and a 12 year old French girl. Had a younger brother named Ronald, who died
of cancer in July at Once co-owned a theater in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Went to University of Maryland
his freshman year. Once worked for the Silver Spring Post Office. He quit ten years earlier than he had
planned after reading the Geneva Accord and deciding there was no justification for the United States
occupation of Vietnam. He then dedicated his life full-time to art, mostly stained glass and painting. He has
written 40 plays. His mother, Jeannette, taught math in an all-black high school in Washington, D. She quit
after the administration told her to stop straying from the rigid curriculum, wherein there were no real practical
applications for students, many of whom were not going to college. Attended the Yale School of Drama.
Played basketball in high school. Toured Europe with childhood friend, Cliff, in the late 60s with the intent on
"hitchhiking and getting laid", neither of which were successful. Among others, he saw the Running of the
Bulls in Pamplona and visited the Nazi concentration camp, Dachau. Is a member of Pi Lambda Phi fraternity.
Lewis Black Imperial Stout. His mother, Jeanette, is now 90 years young []. In one of his early concerts, he
declared that he believed the "End of the Universe" to be in Houston, Texas, because on West Gray Street,
there are two Starbucks coffeehouses on adjacent corners. In , received two Tony Award nominations for
"Indiscretions": Third director of the University of California Museum of Paleontology Directed two actors in
Oscar nominated performances: He later joined the Royal Engineers finally where he reached the rank of
major. He ended the war as secretary of the Chemical Warfare Committee. Performed on Broadway from
However, he was cast as Charley Bates instead. Auditioned for the part of Charley Bates in Oliver Twist and
won the part over hundreds of other young hopefuls. Has worked extensively as a voice dubbing actor for
several years; providing English language voices for numerous Italian B-movies. They later went on to star in
the "The Professionals" Also briefly a member of "The Mojos", another 60s pop group. Has three sons,
Oliver, Elliot and Cameron. He was considered for Col. Colin Caine and Rogher Derebridge in Lifeforce
With his death, there are eight surviving Munchkins from the "Oz" cast left. Returned to his hometown in
Shelley, Idaho, in to raise a family. After his work as a Munchkin on The Wizard of Oz , he returned to
touring at fairs and then worked in a midget bar. Left home while a teenager to work in circuses and sideshows
under the name "Idaho Lewis". Played one of the little soldiers as a Munchkin of Oz. Inducted into the
Automotive Hall of Fame in Attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. Describes himself as "a lifelong
study of evasion. The film was later renamed The Ballad of Jack and Rose Is a skilled woodworker in
addition to being able to make his living as a cobbler. The upside was that, instead of socializing, he
developed a rich fantasy life that later helped him to delve so deeply into his characters. Each of them
coincidentally won at their first nomination in the Academy Awards. Both have played Reba McLain. Allen
played the part in Manhunter , Watson played the part in the remake, Red Dragon Considered doing an
adaptation of "Rose and the Snake" in the early s, but the project fell through. Hated being at Sevenoaks
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School so much that he ran away. While filming Gangs of New York he rarely got out of character and would
talk with a New York accent the whole day and would be sharpening his knives at lunch. Appears in the novel
"That Must Be Yoshino". Late in the run of the production of "Hamlet" at the National Theatre in London, he
reported that he had a strange sensation that he was talking to his father, who died of pancreatic cancer when
Daniel was Unnerved, he walked off the stage and never returned. During The Last of the Mohicans he built a
canoe, learned to track and skin animals, and perfected the use of a pound flintlock gun, which he took
everywhere he went, even to a Christmas dinner. Holds dual citizenship - British and Irish. Supports Millwall
Football Club. Owns homes in the US and Ireland. He won 23 acting awards for his performance in There
Will Be Blood , including the coveted Oscar. Both featured him in prominent and very different roles: Was
offered the role of Aragorn in the Lord of the Rings trilogy but declined. Turned down a role in Terminator
Salvation Man of Steel Turned down the lead role in Mary Reilly Turned down a role in Cutthroat Island
And what every actor in England wants: Turned down the lead role in The English Patient Turned down the
role of "Simon Templar" in The Saint He originally decided to become a cabinet maker but was not accepted
for an apprenticeship. His father was of Northern Irish and English descent. His mother was from a Jewish
family that emigrated to the U. He first became interested in acting when he learned to replicate the accent and
mannerisms of people in his neighborhood to avoid standing out to bullies. He is the first actor to win an
Oscar for playing a U. President, and the first to win for playing Abraham Lincoln. In May he received an
honorary degree from the Julliard School. In he used the international premiere of his film Lincoln in Ireland
as a fundraiser for the Wicklow Hospice Foundation. As of , has appeared in seven films that were nominated
for the Best Picture Oscar: Gandhi won in the category. Chips Donat in Goodbye, Mr. Chips , which Donat
won. While growing up in rural Hershey, Pa; Lewis Duval grew up on acres of farm land and spent most of his
early years learning agriculture. Worked as a director at Universal Pictures from , at Paramount Pictures from
In fact, when the band appeared on "Toast of the Town" to play the song, Lewis sang with a pre-recorded
track; the other band members just pretended to play their instruments. Member Al Ramsey was killed in an
airplane crash on November 27, , at age Top radio actor of the 50s Founder and president of Revell, Inc.
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Dogs are social beings who thrive on interaction with people and animals. A chained dog can suffer
psychological damage. A continuously chained dog usually becomes anxious and aggressive. Their necks can
become infected from too-tight collars. Chains get tangled, strangling the dogs. Ask any vet or animal care
worker whether a stray dog or chained dog living outside around the clock has a better chance at survival, and
the stray dog wins. On December 15th, CBHR received a request from someone to re-home 3 bassets as the
owner was very ill and needed to go to another state immediately for medical care. When our volunteer arrived
at the home to pick up 1 young male and 2 female bassets, the situation quickly eroded. Our volunteer was
told the male was staying but three girls would need to go. One of the girls was being kept outside surrounded
by barbed wire, while the other two were chained to trees with padlocks. As all three girls were emaciated, the
collars were easy to remove from two. The chain was broken on the third and the volunteer took off with all
three to head to a partner vet in Durham, NC. Despite the intensity of this cruelty, the girls showed nothing but
love and gratitude while the veterinary team worked on them. They were given names to reflect the spirit of
the season: Faith, Hope and Grace. Each was severely emaciated and suffered from intestinal worms and skin
issues, but surprisingly all were heart worm negative. And Hope appeared to be pregnant. An x-ray confirmed
she was very pregnant, just a couple weeks from delivering at least 4 pups. This was obviously a high risk
pregnancy, especially for the pups who had experienced the worst of prenatal care. On January 9th, Hope
delivered 7 beautiful, healthy puppies. What an amazingly wonderful way to start our rescue year. Faith
moved to Charleston, and her foster mama knew from the moment she picked her up this girl was never
leaving her side again. Faith is now Vivien Leigh and calls Charleston her home. Grace spent two months with
a loving foster mama and foster siblings, and was adopted by a family just ready to move on after losing their
beloved basset, Talullah. This is the best of rescue; we went to save three lives and ended up saving ten. Thank
you, as always, for your support. You can see more pictures of the puppies with their individual bios.
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Wales is particularly proud of two of its poets: Dylan Thomas and R.S. Thomas. There is an irony here in that, at least
for much of their lives, both Dylan and R.S. were very rude indeed about the sort of people who now hail them as
heroes.

Meet The Family Wales is particularly proud of two of its poets: Dylan Thomas and R. There is an irony here
in that, at least for much of their lives, both Dylan and R. Thomas was embraced while he was still alive and is
famous as a nationalist poet who was very hostile towards the English. To live in Wales is to be conscious At
dusk of the spilled blood That went into the making of the wild sky, Dyeing the immaculate rivers In all their
courses. It is to be aware, Above the noisy tractor And hum of the machine Of strife in the strung woods,
Vibrant with sped arrows. You cannot live in the present, At least not in Wales. There is the language for
instance, The soft consonants Strange to the ear. There is no present in Wales, And no future; There is only the
past, Brittle with relics, Wind-bitten towers and castles With sham ghosts; Mouldering quarries and mines;
And an impotent people, Sick with inbreeding, Worrying the carcass of an old song. This was not the only
time that Bluglass â€” let alone his network â€” came to the rescue of Dafydd and the gang. Which was
established and managed by Dr Chris Hunter, who was the man who Chaired a case conference about me and
took evidence from Tony Francis and Dafydd as well as a number of people who had never met me, just
before the first Inquiry into Ashworth, the Blom-Cooper Inquiry. Chris Hunter had never met me either.
Hunter concluded from his case conference that I had was extremely dangerous, had a homicidal capacity and
he offered to prepare an opinion for the Court. Was I facing any charges at the time? No, I was, when the case
conference took place, sitting in a London Medical School and as a postgrad not a patient. I knew nothing of
this case conference until some four years ago when I finally received copies of all of my records. I had never
previously heard of Chris Hunter. When a patient at Ashworth was battered to death by the staff, it was
Bluglass who investigated. My complaint was not investigated but I did refuse to shut up about Rose. This
collection of people traffickers and abusers were all one big happy family, as foul as the foulest that could ever
have been conjured up by the imagination of R. Some years ago, Bluglass mysteriously requested that his
name should be removed from the Medical Register and he virtually disappeared from the internet as well, or
he did until I began this blog. The only reason why a Top Doc asks to be removed from the Medical Register
is in the event of them having been caught red handed doing something so serious that a major scandal is
threatened. That Bluglass was almost erased from medical history was extraordinary, because for years he was
considered to be the leading forensic psychiatrist in the UK and he wrote the Mental Health Act So no-one
should have been surprised that, when Dafydd Did it Again, ie.
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The Wilson family settled in St. Louis , Missouri when Pete was in elementary school. He then attended the
private, non-sectarian preparatory middle school John Burroughs grades 7â€”9 in Ladue , and then St. Louis
Country Day School , an exclusive private high school, where he won an award in his senior year for
combined scholarship, athletics, and citizenship. In his junior year he elected to join the Marine Corps upon
his graduation. After graduating from Yale, Wilson served for three years in the United States Marine Corps as
an infantry officer, eventually becoming a platoon leader. After passing the bar exam, Wilson began his
practice as a criminal defense attorney in San Diego , but he found such work to be low-paying and personally
repugnant. He put in long hours for the Goldwater campaign, earning the friendship of local Republican
boosters so necessary for a political career, and in , at the age of thirty-three, he ran for, and won a seat in the
California State Assembly , succeeding Clair Burgener. Wilson was re-elected to the Assembly in and , and in
was elected mayor of San Diego. However, in May the Republican National Committee voted to move the
convention to Miami because of a scandal involving a donation to the event by ITT Corporation , as well as
concerns about the proposed venue the San Diego Sports Arena and the adequacy of hotel space. Wilson was
known as a fiscal conservative who supported Proposition 13 , although Wilson had opposed the measure
while mayor of San Diego. However, Brown ran on his gubernatorial record of building the largest state
budget surpluses in California history. Both Wilson and Brown were moderate-to-liberal on social issues,
including support for abortion rights. The election was expected to be close, with Brown holding a slim lead in
most of the polls leading up to Election Day. President Ronald Reagan made a number of visits to California
late in the race to campaign for Wilson. Despite exit polls indicating a narrow Brown victory, Wilson edged
him out to win the election. The surgery was expected to keep Wilson hospitalized for days, but Wilson
returned to Capitol Hill via an ambulance to cast a vote in favor of the budget on May On January 20, , he
presided over the inauguration of George H. Bush as President of the United States. In , he resigned from the
Senate after winning the California gubernatorial election. On October 2, , Wilson, away from Washington to
campaign for California governor, became the only sitting senator from either party to not vote on the
nomination of David Souter for Associate Justice on the United States Supreme Court. He had previously
endorsed Souter for confirmation. Senate seat two years later. During his term, market-based , unsubsidized
health coverage was made available for employees of small businesses. Despite his belief in fiscal
conservatism, Wilson raised the sales tax to reduce the state deficit, including imposing a sales tax on
newspapers which did not have one up to then and "snack" foods. The revenue gap had increased by 5 billion
in the four months of his governorship. Wilson returned the budget bill to the legislature without his signature,
revoking a prior commitment to vetoing the measure. The legislation was intended to address a rising cause of
poverty among children and women in the state at a time when unpaid child support in California totaled to 2
billion annually. Wilson feared that the bill would increase lawsuits and make California less competitive
economically. Wilson promoted standardized testing of all students, increased teacher training, and a longer
school year. Wilson said secondhand smoke "threatens the health of non-smoking state employees" and
charged workplace smoking with increasing the cost of cleaning, damaged furniture and carpets, and heightens
the chances of starting fires. Two years later, Wilson became, to date, the most recent governor to speak at a
California gubernatorial funeral, that of former Governor Pat Brown. For most of his time as governor, Wilson
reduced per-capita infrastructure spending for California, much as he had done as the Mayor of San Diego. He
was succeeded by then- lieutenant governor Gray Davis as governor. A bill imposing the continued reduction
of benefits was passed by two committees of the Republican-majority assembly. We will demand that all
citizens meet the test of common decency, respecting the rights of others, and we will demand that those who
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can, pull their own weight and meet the test of personal responsibility. We will make clear that welfare is to be
a safety net, not a hammock â€” and absolutely not a permanent way of life. We will correct our laws to make
clear that bringing a child into the world is an awesome personal responsibility for both the mother and the
father. The costs are simply too high for society to continue tolerating the promiscuity and irresponsibility that
have produced generations of unwed teen mothers. It is monstrously unfair to the children; to their sad,
ill-equipped teen mothers; and certainly to working taxpayers, who must support them at a cost to their own
children. Paternity for each child would also have to be established for the mother to begin receiving benefits.
California Proposition As governor, Wilson was closely associated with California Proposition , a ballot
initiative to establish a state-run citizenship screening system and prohibit illegal immigrants from using
health care, public education, and other social services in the U. Voters passed the proposed law as a
referendum in November ; it was the first time that a state had passed legislation related to immigration ,
customarily an issue for federal policies and programs. Opponents believed the law was discriminatory against
immigrants of Hispanic origin; supporters generally insisted that their concerns were economic:
Schwarzenegger was also re-elected in Since the following states have had similar ballot initiatives or laws
passed: Wilson said the law was the result of four years worth of attempts on his part to toughen the laws
against carjacking: Harris was executed in A total of five people were executed during his administration the
first two in the gas chamber , the latter three by lethal injection. California electricity crisis Wilson supported
deregulation of the energy industry in California during his administration due to heavy lobbying efforts by
Enron. Wilson defended his record of power plant construction and claimed that between and , 23 plants were
certified and 18 were built in California. He completed a cross-country tour. The Wilson campaign had
problems from the start. After deciding to run, he almost immediately had throat surgery that kept him from
announcing â€” or even talking â€” for months. His campaign lasted a month and a day and left him with a
million dollars in campaign debt. This debt was paid off in full in a matter of weeks. The same poll indicated
Wilson as trailing Bob Dole by a point margin. He also served as chairman of the Japan Task Force of the
Pacific Council on International Policy, which produced an analysis of Japanese economic and national
security prospects over the next decade entitled "Can Japan Come Back? President , [64] but Giuliani later
dropped out of the primary. Hispanic and LGBT groups protested the unveiling.
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Laurents, currently at the St. You can visit Miss LuPone on the worldwide web at www. Ghostlight is a label
created by and for the Broadway community. Utilizing music videos, digital downloads and other aggressive
strategies new to the Broadway arena, Ghostlight continues to be on the vanguard of interacting with the next
generation of Broadway music consumers. The label and its artists continue to generate significant attention.
Sh-K-Boom Records and its imprint Ghostlight Records is a Grammy-nominated record label, a producer of
recorded and live entertainment, and an interactive community at www. Their winning philosophy has been to
work in close partnership with performers and producers, to create product that comes from directly within the
community of Broadway artists. With over 50 albums in their catalogue, titles include: Ghostlight releases are
distributed by Razor and Tie. Nothing is more important to a modern political party than fund-raising. And
family scandal within the cabinet has the potential to throw both the money-raisers and the money-spenders
into chaos. Other members of the cast have all recently appeared at the National: For more information pelase
visit www. Waves will have two previews and eleven performances, November 12 through November A
pre-performance lecture by Edward Mendelson will be held on Wednesday, November 19 at 6: The director
and cast will also participate in a special reading, "Evening of Virginia Woolf" at the 92nd Street Y on
Monday, November The Financial Times called it, "The most poetically imaginative staging that London has
seen in many months Almost plotless short narrative sections advance the story , the book weaves together the
characters interior monologues, in which their livesâ€”problems, joys, regretsâ€”unfold over the course of one
day. The words and actions are also captured live and reflected back, often in extreme close-up, on large video
projections. The Financial Times elaborated in its review, "Dramatic characterizations, narration, live music
and sound effects, and the interplay between these live elements complement each other so exquisitely it is as
if Mitchell, her actors and video artist Leo Warner have created an entirely new art form. Katie Mitchell,
whom the Guardian Unlimited London called "the radical force beating in the heart of the National Theatre,"
was named Associate Director of the celebrated theater company in She graduated with a degree in Literature
from Oxford and early in her career worked in British regional theater and with the Royal Shakespeare
Company. Matthew Passion for the Glyndebourne Festival. She has cited Eastern European theater, Russian
and Polish acting and directing techniques, in particular Stanislavsky, and contemporary artists such as
German choreographer Pina Bausch, as influences. Her working method is highly collaborative, involving
actors and her creative team from the early stages of a project. Her commitment to psychological realism and
unique stagings have sparked equal controversy and praise at home, for their perceived flaunting of
time-honored British theater conventions and performance practices. Mitchell made her American directing
debut in July at Lincoln Center. The NT presents an eclectic mix of new plays and classics, with seven or eight
productions in repertory at any one time. And by touring, it shares its work with audiences in the UK and
abroad. For more information visit: Leo Warner, video designer for Waves, is an Associate of the National
Theatre and creative director of Fifty Nine Productions, a film and new media production company that has
worked on wide-ranging film, theater, opera, ballet and visual arts projects. Upcoming projects for Fifty Nine
Productions include Dr. The album features performances by the late American playwright and film music
lyricist. Ashman passed away in in New York and was posthumously named a Disney Legend in For more
information, visit www. Xanadu will have its first performance November 11, and run through December 31
in the Mandell Weiss Theatre. The New York Times called it "Heaven on eight little polyurethane wheels.
Thank goodness for Douglas Carter Beane , who has penned a fantastic script - which has made working on
this show a match made in roller disco heaven. Leading the Xanadu cast: Associate Director is Dana I.
Performance times are Tuesday and Wednesday, 7: Matinees are held on Saturdays and Sundays at 2: To
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purchase, call or online at www. The nationally acclaimed, Tony Award-winning La Jolla Playhouse is known
for its tradition of creating the most exciting and adventurous new work in regional theatre. The Playhouse
was founded in by Gregory Peck , Dorothy McGuire and Mel Ferrer, and is considered one of the most well
respected not-for-profit theatres in the country. As the evening rolls along, Sharky finds himself playing
against a mysterious stranger in a Faustian game of poker with his own soul hanging in the balance. The press
performance is Sunday, November 9 at 1: Weekday matinee performances are scheduled Thursdays at 2:
Senior and student discounts are available for all shows. The "B3 Series" offers more dramas and edgier works
and has quickly become a popular program, growing its subscription base from subscribers in its inaugural
year to over 1, currently. This beloved singer, one of the glories of Broadway in so many fondly remembered
shows, is still dazzling audiences today, with a voice remarkably unchanged after a career of more than five
decades. Throughout her career her singing has attracted generations of fans, and the admiration of her peers
and colleagues, from the world of both popular and classical music. The first female non-classical singer to be
presented by the Met during their long history. Celebrating its 32nd Anniversary, DRG Records has been a
leader in Broadway cast recordings, film soundtracks, jazz and legendary cabaret performers. The label has
received numerous Grammy Awards and nominations for its cast recordings and vocalists. For more
information on the labels and roster of artists, please visit www. Please call for reservations. Using stories
about film legends like Audrey Hepburn , Judy Garland , Bing Crosby , Bob Hope and Fred Astaire , she digs
deeper into the Hollywood catalog to explore how the musical language of film has influenced our concepts of
life and love. The next year will be a whirlwind period for Andrea as she celebrates her landmark 60th
Birthday. Performances are at 8: There are special 7: For reservations call or and ask for Oak Room
Reservations. This is a limited engagement through January 11th, In this powerful American masterpiece,
four young soldiers fresh from boot camp wait anxiously in Virginia, watching the Vietnam conflict escalate.
As they struggle to make sense of their new life in the army, tensions rise over race, sexuality, and class,
culminating in an explosive act that changes them forever. Streamers is an unflinching exploration of the
turmoil and confusion facing young men threatened by forces beyond their control. Tickets are available by
calling Roundabout Ticket Services at , online at www. Streamers will play Tuesday through Saturday
evening at 7: After the conversation, Stritch will perform excerpts from Elaine Stritch: Before that, she
received four Tony nominations: Tickets are available by visiting.
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